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Abstract
In this paper, two different approaches to extract bilingual lexicons from comparable corpora are evaluated and compared. One uses
syntactic contexts, and the other windows of tagged words. On a Spanish-Galician comparable corpus of 2× 10 million words, syntactic
contexts produce significantly better results for both frequent and less frequent words.

1. Introduction
In the last ten years, some methods have been proposed to
acquire bilingual lexicons from non-parallel and compara-
ble corpora. A non-parallel, comparable corpus (hereafter
”comparable corpus”) consists of sets of documents in sev-
eral languages dealing with a given topic or domain, but in
which the documents have been composed independently
of each other in the different languages. As comparable
texts are much easier to collect than parallel corpora, es-
pecially for minority languages and for a given domain,
there is a growing interest in acquiring bilingual lexicons
from comparable corpora. Indeed, they are more abundant,
less expensive, and easily available via web than parallel
texts. The main assumption underlying the approaches us-
ing comparable corpora is that a word in the target language
is a candidate translation of a word in the source language,
if the former tends to co-occur with expressions that are
also translations of expressions co-occurring with that word
in the source language. That is, the associations between a
word and its context seed words are preserved in compara-
ble texts of different languages.
The main contribution of this paper is to describe and com-
pare two different approaches for extracting bilingual lex-
icons from comparable corpora. One of the tested ap-
proaches uses as contexts syntactic dependencies that can
be extracted for each word in a corpus by robust parsers.
The other approach uses the classic windowing technique
around each word. Both techniques are applied to the
same non-parallel, comparable corpus. A somehow related
evaluation was performed by (Grefenstette, 1993), but on
a monolingual corpus. According to the experiments we
will describe later, the dependency-based method provides
much better results than the windowing approach, very es-
pecially if only the top translation candidate is considered.
In addition, further experiments will be performed to com-
pare the efficiency of different similarity measures.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2. intro-
duces some comparable-based strategies to learn translation
equivalents. Then, sections 3. and 4. describe a window and
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a syntax based method, respectively. The former is inspired
by the Rapp approach (Rapp, 1999), and the later relies on
a very simple dependency parser. Finally, in Section 5.,
some experiments will be performed against the same com-
parable corpus in order to evaluate several features of the 2
methods described in the previous sections.

2. Some Related Work
There is a growing interest in approaches focused on ex-
tracting word translations from comparable corpora (Fung
and McKeown, 1997; Fung and Yee, 1998; Rapp, 1999;
Chiao and Zweigenbaum, 2002; Dejean et al., 2002; Kaji,
2005; Gamallo, 2007; Saralegui et al., 2008). Most of
them share a standard strategy based on context similar-
ity. This strategy can be described as follows: a word w2

in the target language is a candidate translation of w1 in the
source language if the context expressions with which w2

co-occurs tend to be translations of the context expressions
with which w1 co-occurs. The basis of the method is to
find the target words that have the most similar distributions
with a given source word. The starting point of this strat-
egy is a list of bilingual expressions that are used to build
the context vectors of all words in both languages. This list
is usually provided by an external bilingual dictionary. In
Gamallo (2007), however, the starting list is provided by
bilingual correlations previously extracted from a parallel
corpus. In Dejean (2002), the method relies on a multilin-
gual thesaurus instead of an external bilingual dictionary.
In all cases, the starting list contains the “seed expressions”
required to build context vectors.
There exist other approaches to bilingual lexicon extrac-
tion which do not use a starting list of seed expressions
(Fung, 1995; Rapp, 1995; Diab and Finch, 2001). Yet,
Fung (1995) failed to reach an acceptable accuracy rate
for actual use, Rapp (1995) had strong computational lim-
itations, and Diab et al. (2001) was applied only to non-
parallel texts in the same language.
As far as the standard approach is concerned, works mainly
differ in the coefficients (Dice, Jaccard, Cosine, City-
Block, Lin . . . ) used to measure the similarity between
context vectors. One of the contributions of this paper is
to evaluate the efficiency of these coefficients to extract



translation equivalents from comparable corpora. More-
over, works based on the standard approach also differ in
the way they define word contexts. Most of them model
contexts as a window of words of size N (window-based
paradigm). Another technique (syntax-based paradigm)
defines contexts by means of dependency relationships
(Gamallo, 2007). The two techniques are very similar ex-
cept that in one case a partial syntactic analysis is per-
formed. As have been said, the main contribution of this
paper is to evaluate and compare the results of each tech-
nique against the same comparable corpus.

3. Window-Based Method
The first technique for extracting bilingual lexicons does
not perform any kind of syntactic analysis, but simply con-
sider some window of words as forming the context of
the compared words. We follow the method described in
Rapp (1999), which is one of the most cited works on this
topic.

3.1. Building Context Vectors
It is assumed that there is a small bilingual dictionary avail-
able at the beginning. The entries of the dictionary are con-
sidered as the starting list of seed words. Texts in both
languages are lemmatized and POS tagged, and function
words are removed. Then, for each lemma we build a con-
text vector whose dimensions are seed words in different
window positions with regard to the lemma. For instance,
if we have chosen the window size 2, we compute a first
context vector of lemma A whose dimensions are the seed
words co-occurring 2 positions to the left of A. We also
compute a second vector counting co-occurrences between
A and the seed words appearing 1 position to the left of A.
The same for the 2 positions following lemma A. Finally,
we combine the 4 vectors of length n (where n is the size
of the seed lexicon) into a single vector of length 4n. This
method takes into consideration word order to define con-
texts.
Each vector dimension of a lemma takes as value the num-
ber of co-occurrences between the lemma and a seed word
in a given window position. Besides simple context fre-
quency, additional weights can be considered, namely, a
statistical degree of association between the lemma and
each seed word. In the experiments described later, we will
make use of log-likelihood ratio. This procedure is per-
formed on the two monolingual texts.

3.2. Vector Similarity
Given a context vector defining a lemma of the source lan-
guage, we compute a similarity score for each target vec-
tor. Then, a ranking list is built according to this score.
The lemmas represented by the best-ranked target vectors
are considered candidate translations of the given source
lemma. We used several similarity coefficients for com-
paring pairs of vectors: city-block (Rapp, 1999), cosine
(Fung and McKeown, 1997; Fung and Yee, 1998; Chiao
and Zweigenbaum, 2002; Saralegui et al., 2008), lin (Lin,
1998a), and two different versions of both jaccard and dice.
This way, the similarity of two lemmas, w1 and w2, is com-
puted as follows:
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Where A(w1, cj) is an association value of a vector of
length n, with j, i, and k ranging from 1 to n. In our experi-
ments, the association value stands for either the simple co-
occurrences of lemma w1 with a contextual seed word cj , or
the log-likelihood ratio between the lemma and its context.
For both jaccardProd and diceProd metrics, the associa-
tion values of two lemmas with the same context are joined
using their product (Chiao and Zweigenbaum, 2002; Sar-
alegui et al., 2008), while for jaccardMin (Grefenstette,
1994; Kaji and Aizono, 1996) and diceMin (Curran and
Moens, 2002; van der Plas and Bouma, 2004; Gamallo,
2007) only the smallest association weight is considered.
As regards lin coefficient, the association values of com-
mon contexts are summed (Lin, 1998a), where cj ∈ C1,2 if
only if A(w1, cj) > 0 and A(w2, cj) > 0.

4. Syntax-Based Method
The second technique to extract translation equivalents re-
lies on the identification of syntactic dependencies. So,
context vectors will be provided with syntactic information.

4.1. Partial Parsing with Regular Expressions
As in the previous method, monolingual texts are lemma-
tized and POS tagged. Then, instead of searching for win-
dows positions around lemmas, we make use of regular ex-
pressions to identify syntactic dependencies. Regular ex-
pressions represent basic patterns of POS tags which are
supposed to stand for binary dependencies between two



Dependencies Patterns of POS tags
(green5, mod<, jacket6)
(big10, mod<, ddog11) *R1: s/(Ai)(Nj)/Nj/

() *R2: s/(Ni)(N)j/Ni/

(man2, with3, jacket5) *R3: s/(Ni)(Pk)(N)j/Ni/

(see6, obj>, dog11) R4: s/(Vi)(? : Dk|Rn) ∗ (N)j/Vi/

(see6, obj<, man2) R5: s/(? : Dk) ∗ (Ni)(? : Rn) ∗ (V)j/Vj/

() R6: s/(Vi)(? : Rn) ∗ (Pk)(? : |Dm|Rr) ∗ (N)j/Vi/

Table 1: Dependency triplets and patterns of POS tags

lemmas. Our experiments are focused on dependencies
with verbs, nouns, and adjectives. Our parsing strategy
consists of a sequence of syntactic rules, each rule being
defined by a specific pattern of tags that stands for a binary
dependency. This strategy is implemented as a finite-state
cascade (Abney, 1996). Let’s take an example. Suppose
our corpus contains the following tagged sentence:

a D1 man N2 with P3 a D4 green A5 jacket N6

see V7 yesterday R8 a D9 big A10 dog N11

The aim is to identify dependencies between lemmas us-
ing basic patterns of POS tags. Dependencies are noted as
triplets: (head, rel, dependent). The first column of Table
1 shows the 5 triplets generated from the sentence above
using the patterns appearing in the second column. Patterns
are organized in a sequence of substitution rules in such a
way that the input of a rule Rn is the output of a rule Rm,
where m ≤ n. A rule substitutes the POS tag of the head
word (right side) for the whole pattern of tags representing
the head-dependent relation (left side). The first rule, R1,
takes as input a string containing the ordered list of all tags
in the sentence:

D1N2P3D4A5N6V7R8D9A10N11

The left pattern in this rule identifies two specific adjective-
noun dependencies, namely “A5N6” and “A10N11”. As a
result, it removes the two adjective tags from the input list.
Then, rule R3 is applied to the output of R1. The left pat-
tern of this rule matches “N2P3D4A5” and rewrites the fol-
lowing ordered list of tags:

D1N2V7R8D9N11

This list is the output of the following applicable rule, R4,
which produces “D1N2V7”. Finally, rule R5 is applied and
gives as result only one tag, V7, which is associated to the
root head of the sentence: the verb “see”. As this verb does
not modify any word, no rule can be applied and the process
stops. This is in accordance with the main assumption of
dependency-based analysis, namely, a word in the sentence
may have several modifiers, but each word may modify at
most one word (Lin, 1998b). In sum, each application of a
rule, not only rewrites a new version of the list of tags, but
also generates the corresponding dependency triplet. So,
even if we do not get the correct root head at the end of the
analysis, the parser generates as many triplets as possible.
This strategy can be seen as partial and robust parsing, as
faster as identifying contextual words with a window-based
technique.

The 5 triplets in Table 1 where generated from 4 substitu-
tion rules, each matching a type of dependency: adjective-
noun, noun-prep-noun, verb-noun, and noun-verb. The sen-
tence analysed above does not contain triplets instantiating
noun-noun and verb-prep-noun dependencies. Wildcards
(? : D|R)∗ stand for optional determiners and adverbs,
that is, they represent optional sequences of determiners
or/and adverbs that are not considered for triplets. Rules
with an asterisk can be applied several times before apply-
ing the next rule (e.g., when a noun is modified by several
adjectives). Subscript numbers allow us to link tags in the
patterns with their corresponding lemmas in the sentence.
To represent triplets, we use 4 types of binary relations:
prepositions, left modifiers (noted as mod<), right objects
(obj>), and left objects (obj<). The latter two are generic
dependencies between verb and nouns. They are likely to
be specified with further linguistic information. For in-
stance, a left object can be seen as a direct object if there is
a passive form of a transitive verb; otherwise the left object
is a subject. As we are not provided with information on
transitivity, our list of dependencies does not contain sub-
jects nor direct objects. Furthermore, long-distance depen-
dencies are not taken into account. This is because rules are
organised in such a way that they resolve attachment ambi-
guities by “Minimal Attachment” and “Right Association”.
Finally, relative clauses are also considered. However, for
the sake of simplicity, Table 1 does not show the rules deal-
ing with this phenomenon.
Note that the patterns of tags in Table 1 work well with En-
glish texts, but they are so generic that they can be used
for many languages. To extract triplets from texts in Ro-
mance languages such as Spanish, French, Portuguese, or
Galician, at least, 2 tiny changes are required: to provide a
new pattern with dependent adjectives at the right position
of nouns (mod>), and to take as the head of a noun-noun
dependency the noun appearing at the left position. Our
main grammar only contains 10 generic rules suitable for
Romance languages while the English grammar was pro-
vided with 9 rules. The linguistic knowledge required is
then very low. The experiments that will be described later
were performed over Spanish and Galician text corpora.

4.2. Lexico-Syntactic Contexts
The second step of our syntax-based method consists in
extracting lexico-syntactic contexts from the dependencies
and counting the occurrences of lemmas in those contexts.
This information is stored in a collocation database. The
extracted triplets of our example allow us to easily build the
collocation database depicted in Table 2. The first line of



Lemmas Lexico-Syntactic Patterns and freqs.
man < (see, obj<, N), 1 >

< (N, with, jacket), 1 >

see < (V, obj<, man), 1 >
< (V, obj>, dog), 1 >

big < (dog, mod<, A), 1 >

dog < (N, mod<, big), 1 >
< (see, obj>, N), 1 >

green < (jacket, mod<, A), 1 >

jacket < (N, mod<, green), 1 >
< (man, with, N), 1 >

Table 2: Collocation database of lemmas and lexico-
syntactic contexts

the table describes the entry “man”. This noun occurs once
in two lexico-syntactic contexts, namely that representing
the left position (obj<) of the verb “see”, (see, obj<, N),
and that denoting the noun position being modified by
the prepositional complement “with a jacket”. The sec-
ond line describes the entry “see”, which also occurs once
in two different lexico-syntactic contexts: (V, obj<, man)
and (V, obj>, dog), i.e., it co-occurs with both a left object,
“man”, and a right object: ”dog”. The remaining lines de-
scribe the collocation information of the remaining nouns
and adjectives appearing in the sentence above.
Notice we always extract 2 complementary lexico-
syntactic contexts from a triplet. For instance, from
(man, with, jacket), we extract:
(N, with, jacket) (man, with,N)

This is in accordance with the notion of co-requirement de-
fined in (Gamallo et al., 2005). In this work, two syntacti-
cally dependent words are no longer interpreted as a stan-
dard “predicate-argument” structure, where the predicate is
the active function imposing syntactic and semantic con-
ditions on a passive argument, which matches such condi-
tions. On the contrary, each word in a binary dependency is
perceived simultaneously as a predicate and an argument.
In the example above, (man, with,N) is seen as an unary
predicate that requires nouns denoting parts of men (e.g.
jackets), and simultaneously, (N, with, jacket) is another
unary predicate requiring entities having jackets (e.g. men).

4.3. Building Syntax-Based Context Vectors
In this approach, the seed expressions used as cross-
language contexts are not bilingual pairs of words as in
the window-based approach, but bilingual pairs of lexico-
syntactic contexts. The process of building a list of seed
syntactic contexts consists of two steps: first, we generate
a large list from an external bilingual dictionary Second,
this starting list is used to build the context vectors of the
lemmas appearing in the comparable corpus.
To show how we generate bilingual correlations between
lexico-syntactic contexts using bilingual dictionaries, let’s
take an example. Suppose that an English-Spanish dictio-
nary translates the noun “import” into the Spanish counter-
part “importación”. To generate bilingual pairs of lexico-
syntactic contexts from these two nouns, we follow basic
linking rules such as: (1) if “import” is the left object of
a verb (i.e, if it is the subject of the verb), then its Span-

ish equivalent, “importación”, is also the left object; (2)
if “import” is modified by an adjective at the left position,
then its Spanish equivalent is modified by an adjective at the
right position; (3) if “import” is restricted by a prepositional
complement headed by the preposition in, then its Span-
ish counterpart is restricted by a prepositional complement
headed by the preposition en. The third rule needs a closed
list of English prepositions and their more usual Spanish
translations. For each entry (noun, verb, or adjective), we
only generate a subset of all possible lexico-syntactic con-
texts. Table 3 depicts the contexts generated from the bilin-
gual pair “import-importación” by making use of 6 basic
linking rules for English-Spanish. As regards the other lan-
guage pairs, we use a very similar set of rules. The human
effort required to develop such rules is very low.
The second step consists in building a context vector for
each lemma appearing in the comparable corpus. Vector
dimensions are constituted by those contexts of the collo-
cation database created above that also appear in the list of
bilingual contexts generated from the external dictionary.
For instance, if (import, of,N) both occurs in the corpus
(i.e, it is in the collocation database), and belongs to the list
of bilingual pairs, then it must be taken as a dimension in a
context vector.
Finally, vector similarity between lemmas is computed as
in the window-based approach.

5. Experiments and Evaluation
Three experiments were performed in order to evaluate
three different parameters of the extraction techniques de-
scribed in this paper: First, the quality of dependency rela-
tionships was compared to the linguistic relevance of rela-
tions between words co-occurring the same window. Sec-
ond, we compared the efficiency of different similarity co-
efficients. And third, we evaluated the accuracy of both the
syntax and the window based approaches described above.

5.1. Experiment 1
We first evaluated the triplets generated by our dependency-
based parser. For this purpose, we manually analysed a
Spanish text containing 200 dependency triplets. We con-
sidered only those types of dependencies likely to be identi-
fied by our parser, namely, prepositional complements, left
and right verbal objects, and nominal modifiers. Among
the verbal complements and objects, we also include the
relationships between a noun and the main verb in a rel-
ative clause modifying the noun. As in Lin (1998b), the
gold standard dependencies are called key. On the other
hand, the triplets generated by our parser from the same
text are called answer. Once the key and the answer are
both represented as dependency triplets, we can compare
and calculate precision and recall. Precision is the percent-
age of dependency relationships in the answer that are also
found in the key. Recall is the percentage of dependency
relationships in the key that are also found in the answer.
Table 4 summarizes the evaluation results considering the
different types of dependency relationships. The total pre-
cision is 74% while recall reaches 64%. These results are
not far from baseline dependency parsers for English. For
instance, in Lin (1998b), if we only consider the precision



English Spanish
(import, of |to|in|for|by|with, N) (importación, de|a|en|para|por|con, N)
(N, of |to|in|for|by|with, import) (N, de|a|en|para|por|con, importación)
(V, obj>, import) (V, obj>, importación)
(V, obj<, import) (V, obj<, importación)
(V, of |to|in|for|by|with, import) (V, de|a|en|para|por|con, importación)
(import, mod<, A) (importación, mod>, A)

Table 3: Bilingual correlations between contexts generated from the translation pair: import-importación.

Dependency type Precision Recall
modification 78% 94.5%
left object 67% 45%
right object 90% 79%
pp attachment 68% 55%
Total 74% 64%

Table 4: Evaluation of different types of dependency rela-
tions.

Type of strategy Precision Recall F-Meas.
Dependency-Based 74% 64% 69%
Window-Based 32% 91% 47%

Table 5: Evaluation of dependency and window based rela-
tionships.

of dependencies such as subject, complement, pp attach-
ment, and relative clause, the average score is 76%, with
70% of recall.
The linguistic relevance of dependency triplets was com-
pared to that of window-based contexts. For this purpose,
we computed precision and recall of the relationship be-
tween window-based contexts and their co-occurrence lem-
mas. More precisely, we used the same Spanish text to gen-
erate an answer consisting of binary relations between lem-
mas and their context lemmas within a window of size N
(where N = 2, see Section 3.). Here, types of dependencies
cannot be taken into account. So, if a relationship between
a lemma and a context lemma is instantiated by one of the
specific dependencies in the key, then such a relation is con-
sidered to be correct. Results are depicted in Table 5 . We
used the same key as in the previous evaluation.
These results show that a rudimentary dependency parser
allows us to extract much more precise contexts than a
window-based strategy. However, the latter reaches a
greater recall. Regarding computational efficiency, the two
strategies turned out to be similar. Identifying dependency
triplets takes the same time as extracting window-based
contexts: about 9, 000 words per second, using a 2.33GHz
CPU. We will see in the third experiment which contexts
are more significant for translation equivalents extraction.

5.2. Experiment 2
The aim of the second experiment was to compare the effi-
ciency of several similarity metrics in the task of bilingual
lexicon extraction. Each metric was combined with two
weighting schemes: simple occurrences and log likelihood.
The strategy used here was the window-based method de-
scribed in Section 3.. For each source lemma, we obtain a

ranked list of 10 target lemmas considered as their transla-
tion equivalents.
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Figure 1: Percentile rank of the measures weighted with
occurrences and log-like

5.2.1. Training Corpus and Bilingual Dictionary

The experiment was performed on a Spanish and Galician
comparable corpus being constituted by news from on-line
journals published between 2005 and 2006. As the Span-
ish corpus, we used 10, 5 million words of two newspapers:
La Voz de Galicia and El Correo Gallego, and as Galician
corpus 10 million words from Galicia-Hoxe, Vieiros and A
Nosa Terra. The Spanish and Galician texts were lemma-
tized and POS tagged using a multilingual free software:
Freeling (Carreras et al., 2004). Since the orientation of the
newspapers is quite similar, the two monolingual texts can
be considered as more or less comparable. The bilingual
dictionary used to select seed words is the lexical resource
integrated in OpenTrad, an open source machine transla-
tion system for Spanish-Galician (Armentano-Oller et al.,
2006). The dictionary contains about 25, 000 entries.



Table 6: Syntax-Based Approach

Cov(%) Nouns (74, 205 cntxs) Adjs (13, 047 cntxs) Verbs (39, 985 cntxs)
acc-1 acc-10 freq acc-1 acc-10 freq acc-1 acc-10 freq

50 .87 .89 > 1, 221 .95 .97 > 1, 239 .99 .99 > 3, 290
80 .60 .72 > 123 .71 .76 > 187 .89 .94 > 770
90 .38 .45 > 28 .58 .63 > 49 .84 .94 > 266

Table 7: Window-Based Approach

Cov(%) Nouns (128, 504 cntxs) Adjs (94, 669 cntxs) Verbs (111, 007 cntxs)
acc-1 acc-10 freq acc-1 acc-10 freq acc-1 acc-10 freq

50 .49 .80 > 1, 221 .72 .86 > 1, 239 .62 .84 > 3, 290
80 .26 .51 > 123 .43 .70 > 187 .56 .78 > 770
90 .14 .36 > 28 .27 .51 > 49 .47 .65 > 266

5.2.2. Evaluation
To evaluate the efficiency of the different coefficients in the
process of extracting bilingual lexicons, we elaborated an
evaluation protocol with the following characteristics. A
random sample of 200 test adjectives was selected from a
list of adjectives occurring in the Spanish corpus. This list
consists of those adjectives whose frequency achieves 80%
of the total occurrences of adjectives in the corpus (80% of
coverage). At this level of coverage, we computed 3 types
of accuracy: accuracy-1 is the number of correct transla-
tion candidates ranked first divided by the number of test
lemmas. Then, accuracy-5 and accuracy-10 represent the
number of correct candidates appearing in the top 5 and top
10, respectively, divided by the number of test lemmas. In-
direct associations are judged to be incorrect.

5.2.3. Results
Figure 1 shows results using 7 different metrics combined
with two types of weighted context vectors: simple occur-
rences and log-likelihood. In sum, we performed 14 differ-
ent experiments. As the scores obtained using jaccard and
dice coefficients were very similar, for the sake of simplic-
ity, only dice scores (diceMin and diceProd) are depicted
in the figure.
These results show that the use of log-likelihood improves
slightly cityblock, cosine, and diceProd, compared to the
use of simple occurrences. However, diceMin (and so jac-
cardMin) as well as lin get better scores when simple oc-
currences are considered. On the other hand, there is a
significant difference between diceMin compared to the
other coefficients, regardless of the weight employed. With
diceMin, 70% of the adjectives find their correct transla-
tion within the top 10 words, which is much better than the
score achieved by linocc (49%), the second better coeffi-
cient. The reason of such a difference is that the product (or
the sum as in lin) of association values maximizes odd sim-
ilarities whereas the choice of the smallest value minimizes
them. This is in accordance with the results obtained by
(Curran and Moens, 2002) and (van der Plas and Bouma,
2004) Finally, the distance coefficient city-block seems to
be unsuitable for this type of data.

5.3. Experiment 3
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Figure 2: Comparison of accuracy between the two ap-
proaches considering both top 1 (above) and top 10 (below)
translation equivalents

The aim of the third experiment was to compare the ac-
curacy of both window and syntax based methods to ex-
tract bilingual lexicons. For this purpose, we used the same
comparable corpus and bilingual dictionary as in the previ-
ous experiment. Similarity measure was computed with the
most effective metric/weight combination: diceMinocc.
The evaluation protocol was more elaborated. We eval-
uated both accuracy-1 and accuracy-10 at three levels of
coverage: 50%, 80%, and 90%, taking into account three
POS categories: nouns, adjectives, and verbs. As nouns,
we included proper nouns constituted by both mono and



multi-word lemmas. Results are depicted in two tables: 6
and 7. They convey information on accuracy of three POS
categories at different levels of coverage. They also show
the number of contexts (i.e., vector size) used to define the
lemmas of each category. Notice the number of syntactic
contexts is much smaller than the number of contexts based
on windows. As the size of context vectors in the syntactic
approach is not very large, the process of computing simi-
larities turns out to be more efficient. In addition, in order
to analyze the impact the frequency has on the results, we
include lemma frequencies of each category at each level of
coverage. For instance, the nouns evaluated at 80% of cov-
erage have more than 123 occurrences in the source corpus.
This is not far from the usual threshold used in related work,
where only words with frequency > 100 are evaluated.
It can be seen in tables 6 and 7 that the approach based
on syntactic contexts (i.e., dependencies) works much bet-
ter than that based on the windowing technique, at whatever
level of coverage and for the three POS categories. The rea-
son is that syntactic dependencies allow us to define finer-
grained contexts which are semantically motivated. It can
also be seen that the differences between both approaches
are more significant when we only consider accuracy-1 (see
Figure 2): for instance, .87 against .49 percent considering
nouns at 50% of coverage. If we look among the top 10
ranked lemmas (accuracy-10), differences are not so im-
portant: .89 against .80.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we described and compared two techniques
focused on bilingual extraction from comparable corpora.
The syntax-based method produced better results than the
window-based technique for very frequent (> 1, 221), less
frequent (> 123), and low frequent (> 28) nouns, ad-
jectives, and verbs. In addition, the former method is
more computationally efficient since it defines and uses
smaller context vectors. On the other hand, the syntactic
method can be seen as a knowledge-poor strategy (as the
window-based approach), because our partial parsing re-
lies on few generic regular expressions. Moreover, as the
generic knowledge underlying the parsing technique is used
to identify basic dependencies for the same family of nat-
ural languages, our syntax-based strategy turns out to be
almost as language-independent as any windowing tech-
nique. Finally, we compared many similarity coefficients
and discovered that two specific versions of Dice and Jac-
card, diceMin and jaccardMin, are the best suited metrics
for this specific task.
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